No. BSNL/Admin.I/15-7/14

Dated: April 17, 2014

To

All CGMs, BSNL

Sub: Empanelment of Hospitals at Kolkata and Chennai.


As per the guidelines issued vide BSNL Corporate Office letter referred above, the CGMs of territorial circles will notify list of recognised hospitals/nursing homes in places under their jurisdiction. Employees of Project/Maintenance/T&D/Q.A circles etc. will follow lists so prepared by the territorial circles.

It is brought to notice that employees are facing difficulties in Chennai and Kolkata due to empanelment of hospitals by two different authorities. Different hospitals are empanelled in Chennai by Chennai Telephones and Tamil Nadu Circle in the same city for the employees of BSNL of respective units. Same is true in Kolkata, for Kolkata Telephones and West Bengal Circle.

To maintain uniformity and single authority for empanelment in a specific city, it has been decided by the Competent Authority, that for Chennai City, CGM Chennai Telephones will empanel the hospital and enter into an elaborate agreement with the provision that medical services will be extended to all BSNL employees of other units as well, located in Chennai and notify the list. The other units of BSNL including O/o Tamil Nadu Circle will enter separate agreement with these hospitals for extension of credit facility to their employees. CGM, Tamil Nadu Circle will continue to empanel hospitals for the rest of Tamil Nadu Circle other than Chennai city.

Similarly, for Kolkata City, CGM Kolkata Telephones will empanel the hospital and enter into an elaborate agreement with the provision that medical services will be extended to all BSNL employees of other units as well, located in Kolkata and notify the list. The other units of BSNL including O/o West Bengal Circle will enter separate agreement with these hospitals for extension of credit facility to their employees. CGM, West Bengal Circle will continue to empanel hospitals for the rest of West Bengal Circle other than Kolkata city.

Contd.....2
CGMs of Tamil Nadu Circle and West Bengal Circle are therefore requested not to empanel or renew old empanelment any further. CGMs of Chennai and Kolkata are requested to empanel hospitals considering the requirement of employees of all units of BSNL located in their respective cities.

( Raj Kumar Kushtwar )
Assistant General Manager (Admin.III)
Tel. No. 23037241 Fax No. 23734260

Copy to:
1. PPS/PS to CMD/Directors, BSNL Board
2. All GMs, BSNL CO
3. All recognised Unions/Associations of BSNL.